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Introduction

Occupant Behaviour Learning

Data Visualization

Virtual Sensors

Although building sensors have become cheaper and more common, it is still impractical to monitor

every part of the energy metrics, and it is costly to retrofit existing buildings. Virtual sensing can be

achieved by applying building physics models. We could use commonly available sensors such as

thermostat and VAV box sensors to extrapolate important metrics such as lighting power

consumption, plug load, etc. Those data could be further used in building FDD and monitoring

applications.

Intelligent Controls

HBI Lab is a participant of the International Energy Agency Annex 66 to study energy-

related occupant behaviors in buildings. Anonymous data collected from the living lab

buildings were used to develop better models to describe occupant behavior in institutional

and commercial buildings. Some of the research results include new occupant behavior

models; occupant preference learning controls; software package used for generating

different occupant personalities in building energy simulation tools; and optimal

daylighting control strategies.

Research Partners:

Living Labs

Collaborations between the HBI Lab and the university allows us to use several academic

buildings as living labs. Canal Building, Richcraft Building, and the new Health Science

Building are all equipped with thousands of sensors and cloud-based data management

systems. This allows us to study energy usage patterns and experiment some of our

advanced algorithms. Detailed digital models were also developed thanks to the

partnership with the Carleton Immersive Media Lab (CIMS) as part of the Digital Campus

Innovation Project (carleton.ca/dci).

This poster presents some of the research performed by the Human-Building Interaction

Laboratory (HBI Lab). HBI Lab strives to understand the two-way interaction between

buildings and their occupants to maximize comfort while minimizing environmental

impacts. The HBI Lab seeks to understand and influence building design using a

multidisciplinary engineering-based, simulation, experimental, and field study approach.

The human-building interaction begins at the earliest stages of design and continues

through the entire life cycle. The growing field of data science allows us to advance

building engineering like never before.

Building Diagnostics
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Above: compared to the conventional static models

used in building energy simulation tools, applying

stochastic occupant models allows us to come up

with more realistic building designs.

Left: using occupant models also allow us to

determine the optimal lighting control strategy for

the Richcraft Building. We achieved a 91% lighting

energy saving while still keeping the occupants

comfortable.

HBI Lab has combined occupant preference learning and model predictive

controls to develop some of the most advanced building control algorithms. The

controller inside each room can learn each occupant’s thermal and lighting

preferences. Then make use of load shifting controls while still keeping the

room within the preferred condition.

Energy consumption in buildings can be reduced by as much as 30% in existing

buildings by optimizing its controls. Advanced building system in modern

green buildings also means they require constant monitoring and diagnosis

(FDD) to maintain its performance. The conventional limit checking

diagnostics are critically insufficient and statistical models are becoming much

more adaptable to solve convoluted building faults.

Left: this is the association rules

obtained from investigating 5 years of

work order data from the Carleton

University campus. The association

rules can be used to locate the root

cause of building faults as well as to

perform preventative maintenance in

advance.

Right: by combining machine

learning and building physics

models, we can perform real-

time fault detection with

sensors from the building

automation system.

Left: this is part of a multi-level

Sankey diagram that is used to

visualize energy flow from campus

level to the building component level.

We can use this to monitor each

component’s health as well as to

perform informed design decisions.

Right: this is a web-based 3D

geospatial visualization tool. It can be

used to help the building operators

better monitor the campus by

analyzing the data interactively.

Above: comparison between the virtual sensor

and measured lighting electricity consumption for

the 5th floor on Canal Building.

Left: a dashboard is developed to use heat maps

to visualize the lighting electricity consumption.
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